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The Difference between the United Kingdom, 
Great Britain and England Explained
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNu8XDBSn10



Agile Frog
Rana dalmatina

“crapaud”
Toad in Jèrriais
The native language of Jersey

(a form of the Norman language)



I help software teams understand

software architecture,

technical leadership and

the balance with agility

I code too
⇧ ; - ⇧ 0



Software architecture 
needs to be more 

accessible

Training
In-house and public courses

Book
leanpub.com

Speaking
Conferences and user groups



What is architecture?

Infrastructure
Services

Foundations

Features

As a noun...

Structure
The definition of 

something in terms of 
its components and 

interactions

As a verb...

Vision
The process of architecting, 

making design decisions, 
providing guidance, etc



Grady Booch

Architecture vs design

Architecture represents the 

significant decisions,
where significance is measured

by cost of change.

Can you refactor
it in an aftern

oon?



3
minutes

Sketch one or 
more diagrams

to describe the 
software architecture 
of a software system 

you’ve worked on



Financial
risk system

1. Context

A global investment bank based in London, New York and Singapore trades (buys and sells) 

financial products with other banks (counterparties). When share prices on the stock markets 

move up or down, the bank either makes money or loses it. At the end of the working day, the 

bank needs to gain a view of how much risk they are exposed to (e.g. of losing money) by 

running some calculations on the data held about their trades. The bank has an existing Trade 

Data System (TDS) and Reference Data System (RDS) but need a new Risk System.

Trade Data
System

Reference Data
System

Risk System

1.1. Trade Data System
The Trade Data System maintains a store of all trades made by the bank. It is already configured 

to generate a file-based XML export of trade data at the close of business (5pm) in New York. 

The export includes the following information for every trade made by the bank:

• Trade ID

• Date

• Current trade value in US dollars

• Counterparty ID

1.2. Reference Data System
The Reference Data System maintains all of the reference data needed by the bank. This 

includes information about counterparties; each of which represents an individual, a bank, etc. 

A file-based XML export is also available and includes basic information about each counterparty.

Risk System



Iteration 1 (~90 minutes)

+

Iteration 2 (~90 minutes)

+ +

Groups of 2-4 Requirements

RequirementsGroups of 2-4 Feedback and guidance



What’s been challenging 
about the exercise so far?



What’s been 
challenging about 

the exercise?



Review the diagrams

3+ things we like

about the diagrams
3+ things we think would 

improve the diagrams



People expect to present their designs and therefore 
information is still

stuck in their heads

10111010101
10100110111
10111010100
10101011011





Are these

effective 
sketches?



The Shopping List



Boxes & No Lines



The Functional View



The Airline Route Map



Generically True



The Technology Deferral



Missing Details



Assumptions are the mother of all ...



Homeless Old C# Object (HOCO)



Choose your own adventure



Should have used a whiteboard!



Eh?



http://www.flickr.com/photos/codingthearchitecture/sets/



UML tool?

Whiteboard or 
flip chart?

You don’t need a UML

tool to do arch
itecture 

but agree on notat
ion



Collaborative design
(e.g. pair architecting)



Who here uses UML
on a regular basis?



9 out of 10 people

don’t use UML
(in my experience)



NoUML
diagrams?



We can visualise our process...

...but not our 
software!



Moving fast (agility) requires

good 
communication







Shared vision of

TL; DR
Software

Architecture
Document



Shared vision of

WTF?!



It’s usually difficult to 
show the entire design on 

a single diagram

Different views of 
the design can be used to 
manage complexity and 

highlight different 
aspects of the solution



Do the names
of those views make sense?

Development vs Physical
Process vs Functional
Conceptual vs Logical

Development vs Implementation
Physical vs Implementation

Physical vs Deployment



Would you

code
it that way?

This is why

software archite
cts

must be master-builders



Agree on a simple set of abstractions 
that the whole team can use to communicate

Class Class Class

Component Component Component

Container
(e.g. web server, application server, standalone application,

browser, database, file system, etc)

Container
(e.g. web server, application server, standalone

application, database, file system, etc)

Container
(e.g. web server, application server, standalone

application, database, file system, etc)

Software System



1. Context 2. Containers 3. Components

Thinking inside the box

... and, optionally,
4. ClassesC4

Context
Containers
Components
Classes

This only covers
the static structure
(runtime, infrastructure, 

deployment, etc are also important)



This isn’t about
creating a standard



A common set of 
abstractions
is more important than

a common notation



I do use UML
(activity, class, sequence, collaboration, state)



Think about the

target 
audience

Non-technical Semi-technical Very technical



Context
• What are we building?
• Who is using it? (users, actors, roles, personas, etc)
• How does it fit into the existing IT environment?



• What are the high-level technology decisions?
• How do containers communicate with one another?
• As a developer, where do I need to write code?Containers



Containers
• What are the high-level technology decisions?
• How do containers communicate with one another?
• As a developer, where do I need to write code?



Components
• What components/services is the system made up of?
• Is it clear how the system works at a high-level?
• Do all components have a home (a container)?



techtribes.je



https://github.com/techtribesje/techtribesje



Context
• What are we building?
• Who is using it? (users, actors, roles, personas, etc)
• How does it fit into the existing IT environment?



• What are the high-level technology decisions?
• How do containers communicate with one another?
• As a developer, where do I need to write code?Containers



Components
• What components/services is the system made up of?
• Is it clear how the system works at a high-level?
• Do all components have a home (a container)?



Abstraction
is about reducing detail
rather than creating a different representation



Does your code reflect the

abstractions
that you think about?



We often think in components
but write classes



Just Enough Software Architecture
A Risk-Driven Approach

George Fairbanks

“Architecturally-evident 
coding style”

Subclassing,
naming conventions,
module dependencies,

package structure, ...



Diagramming tools see 
packages and classes not
components and services



A good 
architecture 

enables
agility



Monolithic
architecture

Service-based 
architecture

(SOA, micro-services, etc)

Something in between
(components)





Some tips for

effective sketches

Titles
Short and meaningful, numbered if 

diagram order is important

Lines
Make line style and arrows explicit, 
add annotations to lines to provide 

additional information

Layout
Sticky notes and index cards make a 

great substitute for drawn boxes, 
especially early on

Labels
Be wary of using acronyms

Colour
Ensure that colour coding

is made explicit

Orientation
Users at the top and database at the 
bottom? Or perhaps “upside-down”?

Shapes
Don’t assume that people will 

understand what different shapes
are being used for

Borders
Use borders to provide emphasis

or group related items,
but ensure people know why

Keys
Explain shapes, lines, colours, 

borders, acronyms, etc

Responsibilities
Adding responsibilities to boxes can 
provide a nice “at a glance” view



Use sticky notes or

index cards instead

of drawing boxes



Every
software developer
should know how to

sketch



Architecture sketching
assists with having

better conversations



Architecture sketching
assists with

collective ownership
of the code



Pictures
are the simplest form

of documentation



The code doesn’t tell 
the *whole* story,

but it does *a* story



Architecture sketches
are not:

art or

comprehensive
models



Leave your
sketches
on the wall

A point of reference for 
technical discussions

(The Pointability Factor)



Sketches are maps
that help a team navigate a complex codebase



Just enough up front design to

understand the 
structure

of the software and

create a
shared vision

for the team



Sketches
are an excellent way to 

communicate
software architecture

During the design process 

and retrospectively
But drawing diagrams
doesn’t make you a

software architect :-)



Would you (or did you)

code
it that way?



youDo whatever works for



Thanks
and happy sketching!

simon.brown@codingthearchitecture.com

@simonbrown on Twitter


